freshdrop.com
How to use usability free tools to test your site
and ﬁnd the tweak which will grow your conversion
by 18%

Usability and conversion rate optimization techniques are perceived sometimes as icing on the cake for
the site marketing. But as practice shows, it is usability that frequently becomes a turning point in project
promotion and open doors to higher sales and more happy buyers.
As online space becomes more saturated and competition in the niche gets more intense, it is important
to apply usability and conversion optimization knowledge to ﬁght for each customer that you drive to your site.
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The challenge
Our customer is Freshdrop.com, a project selling domains. The company has been operating on the market
since 2007 and is being called the largest domain marketplace in the world. They approached Promodo to
increase number of conversions on the site, speciﬁcally — number of registrations.
At the very start of our cooperation our UX experts did comprehensive audit of the site and suggested that
registration process is the ﬁrst thing that should be investigated more thoroughly.
The thing was that upon landing on the site, the user was prompted to join the service, and only on the second
page he was able to see the registration form. So our specialists assumed that number of steps which user
goes through during registration process should be decreased. To prove this fact as well as discover other
factors that may have impact on registrations process, we used several analytical methods.

The solution: Funnel Visualization
Google Analytics has powerful tool which allows site owners to see visitors ﬂow from one page to another
as they browse the site. Funnels can be very eﬃcient to help analyze how well your site is leading visitors to
a particular goal. In our case we used funnels to explore the registration process, however, they are frequently
used in ecommerce to solver shopping cart and a checkout process issues. The best feature of funnels is that
they show where customers leave each step, and thus site owners know where they should reﬁne the site
to increase conversions.
We did funnel visualization of the registration process for our customer, Freshdrop.com and found out that
30% of visitors give up registration right on «Invitation» page and 22% get back to the homepage without
completing any action.
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The solution: Heat Map Analysis
The second step — we used heat mapping tool to analyze
what parts of webpage visitors spot ﬁrst of all. In an essence,
heat map is graphical representation of data with the help
of colours. In usability and conversion rate optimization heat
maps are used to visualize what users are doing on the site
page, speciﬁcally, where they click most of all. Wide usage of
this great analytical tool has already helped make some significant conclusions. For example, that the most important content should be placed in the top of the page, that people tend
to look more at the left side of the page, that reader scan the
page content in F-pattern, and so on.
Google as well as Russian search engine Yandex oﬀer free
tools to trail users’ clicks on the page. In Yandex Metrica it
could be done with Click Map report and in Google with the
help of InPage Analytics.
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For Freshdrop.com we ran this test and found out that 19% of visitors click “Join now” button or “Login” link
instead of because they just don’t see “Start my 7-day risk-free trial” feature.
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Based on these ﬁndings, we made an assumption that the registration process should be simpliﬁed.
We decided to try showing a registration form right on the ﬁrst page upon clicking on “Join Us” button (and
not on the second page as it was implemented on client’s project).
So we created a new layout of the invitation page where user didn’t have to make additional click to see
the form, in the new layout we put registration form right on the invitation page. Having these two versions
of the invitation page we started A/B split test.
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The solution: A/B Testing
A/B test is another powerful free tool which Google Analytics lets to use in order to determine the best
performing variant of design in experimental way. A/B split tests are must have instrument in UX expert’s
toolkit, and they are widely used in usability practice.
In case with our client we tested two versions of the invitation page layout and though at the moment of test
there wasn’t enough traﬃc volume to ﬁnish the test, the results were pretty obvious.

Original page
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Variation 1

Based on data we received, we could conclude that with a probability of 78% the new invitation page layout
will beneﬁt comparing to the old one. On the new page conversion rate will increase by 18%.
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The results
Having applied the best usability and conversion optimization practices and with the help of free tools provided by the search engines, we were able suggest solutions that increased online sales from the same volume
of traﬃc site received. Only one change in page layout could already contribute as much as 18% more registrations on the site. This means that usability is virtually a gold mine when it comes to conversion rate iprovement, and these techniques could be endlessly applied when online business is challenged to grow the
number of sales and proﬁt.
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UX services by Promodo
Promodo has a team of experienced usability and conversion rate optimization specialists. They have worked on
such projects promotion as SurveyMonkey, Bluewolf, Cardpool, Limelight networks, LivePlan, and others. We gladly
share our knowledge and distribute free educational materials for ecommerce owners (Usability Checklist) as well
as run sessions where we audit online stores for usability and SEO standpoint, we are also Google Analytics Certiﬁed partner and Shopify experts; we contribute articles to SearchEngineJournal, Woorank, and Smartinsights while
speaking at international conferences including Pubcon, CloudCon and EcomTim.
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